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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three configurations for read caching in Cisco HyperFlex
are valid? (Choose three.)
A. Write-through (install option for VDI): Only most commonly
used data is cached: optimizing VDI
performance
B. Battery-Initiated Read-back (default): Only read data and
most commonly used data are deposited in the
Level 4 read-back cache

C. Write-back (default): Only write information and most
commonly used information are deposited in the
cache
D. Write-first (default for VDI): Infrequently used data is
cached: freeing system resources for VDI
performance
E. Level 4 cached (SSD): With semi-flash nodes; there is a
large difference in read speeds between SSDs
F. No caching (SSD): With all-flash nodes; because there is
little difference in read speeds between SSDs
Answer: B,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Unter welchen UmstÃ¤nden startet der klassische Debugger als
Debugger?
Es gibt 2 richtige Antworten auf diese Frage.
A. Keine; Der neue Debugger wird immer als Debugger gestartet.
B. Wenn die Anzahl der Debugsitzungen die HÃ¤lfte der Anzahl
der Dialogsitzungen Ã¼berschreitet.
C. Wenn fÃ¼r diese Anmeldesitzung bereits fÃ¼nf Modi vorhanden
sind.
D. Wenn Sie den Standard als klassischen Debugger in den
Einstellungen des Object Navigators festlegen.
E. Wenn Sie in Ihrer letzten Sitzung manuell zum klassischen
Debugger gewechselt sind.
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which nomination method is recommended if your customer does
NOT want to maintain position management within Succession?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. Talent Search
B. Role-Person
C. MDF Position
D. Position
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
A Citrix Administrator wants to configure independent and
isolated access on a single appliance for three different
departments to allow them to manage and isolate their own
applications.
How can the administrator isolate department-level
administration?
A. Configure Policy-based Routes for each department in the
nsroot partition.

B. Configure admin partitions that use dedicated VLANs.
C. Configure a SNIP in each partition and bind a VLAN for the
department.
D. Configure dedicated routes in the admin partitions for each
department.
Answer: A
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